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need to transfer wealth from one generation to the next or
in an ever more competitive environment. It would be
attractive notwithstanding changes to the tax or compliance
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In view of the additional rules and regulations it is sometimes

families and individuals. The new rules aim to ensure

to hope that the Swiss regulator is aware of the fact that
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to negotiate treaties which go less far than other treaties
favorite treatment.

can additionally ensure that investors take the least amount
of banking risks. Therefore Switzerland is a safe haven for
many investors.”
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stable framework that Switzerland provides I can imagine that
system and therefore many investors invest more money with
Switzerland’s independent Asset Managers,” he concluded.
IndexInvestor Ltd ensures that investors have some of the

at hand so much data even on the level of indexes”. He stated

index portfolios. IndexInvestor is the Swiss specialist
for index investments, providing independent Asset

strategic asset allocation.
“There are various challenges like lower margins, pressure
from foreign countries and increasing regulation to master,”
he observed. “Another big challenge to all wealth managers
globally is the fact that asset managers in aggregate
underperform index performance. The question remains
whether clients are willing to pay high margins for traditional
wealth management services when they nowadays can invest
with index solutions at a fraction of the cost.”

“With ETF we can own thousands of stocks and still
maintain a relatively simple portfolio,” he explained. “We
can cover whole markets instead of single stocks, allowing
transparency is improved since it is clear in which stocks
and bonds their money is invested in and clients can view
their Index ETF portfolio online.”

its main strengths. These consist of: providing political and
the Swiss Franc.
“Another fundamental advantage of Switzerland is its
neutrality,” he commented. “Independent asset managers
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“On top of that Switzerland offers index solutions that allow
investing perfectly in the investors’ interest. Because of the
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